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History Of Medieval Europe
First published in 2005. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
& Francis, an informa company.
From the divine right of kings to the political philosophies
of writers such as Machiavelli, the medieval city-states to
the unification of Spain, Daniel Waley and Peter Denley
focus on the growing power of the state to illuminate
changing political ideas in Europe between the thirteenth
and sixteenth centuries. Spanning the entire continent
and beyond, and using contemporary voices wherever
possible, the authors include substantial sections on
economics, religion, and art, and how developments in
these areas fed into and were influenced by the
transformation of political thinking. The new edition takes
the narrative beyond the confines of western Europe with
chapters on East Central Europe and the teutonic
knights, and the Portuguese expansion across the
Atlantic. The third edition of this classic introduction to
the period includes even greater use of contemporary
voices, full reading lists, and new chapters on East
Central Europe and Portuguese exploration. Suitable as
an introductory text for undergraduate courses in
Medieval Studies and Medieval European History.
For more than three decades, C. Warren Hollister
nurtured this classic text of Medieval European History,
which was profoundly marked by his clear historical
vision and engaging teaching style. The ninth edition
seeks to introduce today's students to the medieval roots
of our own society. Judith Bennett has updated this
classic book while striving to lose neither the vision nor
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the style of the original. She brings to this revision
expanded coverage of women's history, social and
cultural history, the role of the common man and woman
of the Middle Ages, and the history of the Late Middle
Ages.
How did medieval Europeans use and change their
environments, think about the natural world, and try to
handle the natural forces affecting their lives? This
groundbreaking environmental history examines
medieval relationships with the natural world from the
perspective of social ecology, viewing human society as
a hybrid of the cultural and the natural. Richard
Hoffmann's interdisciplinary approach sheds important
light on such central topics in medieval history as the
decline of Rome, religious doctrine, urbanization and
technology, as well as key environmental themes,
among them energy use, sustainability, disease and
climate change. Revealing the role of natural forces in
events previously seen as purely human, the book
explores issues including the treatment of animals, the
'tragedy of the commons', agricultural clearances and
agrarian economies. By introducing medieval history in
the context of social ecology, it brings the natural world
into historiography as an agent and object of history
itself.
Numerous illustrations, maps, and genealogies illuminate
the often murky period ranging from the fall of Rome to
the dawn of the Renaissance, with discussions of
religious, political, economic, and social movements.
A clear and readable account of the development of the
European economy and its infrastructure from the
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second century to 1500. Professor Pounds provides a
balanced view of the many controversies within the
subject, and he has a particular gift for bringing a human
dimension to its technicalities. He deals with continental
Europe as a whole, including an unusually rich treatment
of Eastern Europe. For this welcome new edition -- the
first in twenty years -- text and bibliography have been
reworked and updated throughout, and the book
redesigned and reset.
A unique, illustrated book that will change the way you
see medieval history The Middle Ages: A Graphic History
busts the myth of the ‘Dark Ages’, shedding light on the
medieval period’s present-day relevance in a unique
illustrated style. This history takes us through the rise
and fall of empires, papacies, caliphates and kingdoms;
through the violence and death of the Crusades, Viking
raids, the Hundred Years War and the Plague; to the
curious practices of monks, martyrs and iconoclasts.
We’ll see how the foundations of the modern West were
established, influencing our art, cultures, religious
practices and ways of thinking. And we’ll explore the
lives of those seen as ‘Other’ – women, Jews,
homosexuals, lepers, sex workers and heretics. Join
historian Eleanor Janega and illustrator Neil Max
Emmanuel on a romp across continents and kingdoms
as we discover the Middle Ages to be a time of huge
change, inquiry and development – not unlike our own.
"Traveling easily through a thousand years of history,
The Bright Ages reminds us society never collapsed
when the Roman Empire fell, nor did the modern world
did wake civilization from a thousand year hibernation.
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Thoroughly enjoyable, thoughtful and accessible; a fresh
look on an age full of light, color, and illumination." —Mike
Duncan, author of Hero of Two Worlds: The Marquis de
Lafayette in the Age of Revolution A lively and
magisterial popular history that refutes common
misperceptions of the European Middle Ages, showing
the beauty and communion that flourished alongside the
dark brutality—a brilliant reflection of humanity itself. The
word “medieval” conjures images of the “Dark
Ages”—centuries of ignorance, superstition, stasis,
savagery, and poor hygiene. But the myth of darkness
obscures the truth; this was a remarkable period in
human history. The Bright Ages recasts the European
Middle Ages for what it was, capturing this 1,000-year
era in all its complexity and fundamental humanity,
bringing to light both its beauty and its horrors. The
Bright Ages takes us through ten centuries and
crisscrosses Europe and the Mediterranean, Asia and
Africa, revisiting familiar people and events with new light
cast upon them. We look with fresh eyes on the Fall of
Rome, Charlemagne, the Vikings, the Crusades, and the
Black Death, but also to the multi-religious experience of
Iberia, the rise of Byzantium, and the genius of Hildegard
and the power of queens. We begin under a blanket of
golden stars constructed by an empress with Germanic,
Roman, Spanish, Byzantine, and Christian bloodlines
and end nearly 1,000 years later with the poet
Dante—inspired by that same twinkling celestial
canopy—writing an epic saga of heaven and hell that
endures as a masterpiece of literature today. The Bright
Ages reminds us just how permeable our manmade
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borders have always been and of what possible worlds
the past has always made available to us. The Middle
Ages may have been a world “lit only by fire” but it was
one whose torches illuminated the magnificent rose
windows of cathedrals, even as they stoked the pyres of
accused heretics. The Bright Ages contains an 8-page
color insert.
Covering the period from the fall of the Roman Empire
through to the beginnings of the Renaissance, this is an
indispensable volume which brings the complex and
colourful history of the Middle Ages to life. Key features:
* geographical coverage extends to the broadest
definition of Europe from the Atlantic coast to the
Russian steppes * each map approaches a separate
issue or series of events in Medieval history, whilst a
commentary locates it in its broader context * as a body,
the maps provide a vivid representation of the
development of nations, peoples and social structures.
With over 140 maps, expert commentaries and an
extensive bibliography, this is the essential reference for
those who are striving to understand the fundamental
issues of this period.
Scholars from Europe and North America convened at
Harvard University in 2004 for an interdisciplinary
conference aimed at Rethinking the Early Middle Ages.
What are the issues and techniques of research defining
the field today, and what will they be tom
In this text the author provides an account of the
centuries during which Europe changed from being an
abstract geographical expression into a new, culturally
coherent, if politically divided, entity. It examines how the
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social, economic and cultural structures of Antiquity were
replaced by their medieval equivalents and also seeks to
define the European context, by looking at those external
forces, such as the nomadic confederacies of Central
Asia and the Islamic empire of the Arabs, which helped
to shape it through conflict.
For more than three decades, C. Warren Hollister
nurtured this classic text of medieval European history.
The text was profoundly marked by his clear historical
vision and engaging teaching style. Now Judith Bennett
has updated this classic book while striving to lose
neither Dr. Hollister's vision nor style. In his preface to
the eighth edition, Professor Hollister wrote of his fateful
realization, while in college, that our world today "is a
product of the medieval past." The ninth edition of
Medieval Europe: A Short History seeks to introduce
today's students to the medieval roots of our own
society. Building on the solid foundation created by Dr.
Hollister, new co-author Judith Bennett brings expanded
coverage of women's history, social and cultural history,
the role of the common man and woman of the Middle
Ages, and the history of the Late Middle Ages to this
revision.
The Middle Ages was a critical and formative time for
Western approaches to our natural surroundings.ãeeAn
Environmental History of the Middle Ages is a unique
and unprecedented cultural survey of attitudes towards
the environment during this period. Humankindâe(tm)s
relationship with the environment shifted gradually over
time from a predominantly adversarial approach to
something more overtly collaborative, until a series of
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ecological crises in the late Middle Ages. With the advent
of shattering events such as the Great Famine and the
Black Death, considered efflorescences of the climate
downturn known as the Little Ice Age that is comparable
to our present global warming predicament, medieval
people began to think of and relate to their natural
environment in new and more nuanced ways. They now
were made to be acutely aware of the consequences of
human impacts upon the environment, anticipating the
cyclical, "new ecology" approach of the modern world.
Exploring the entire medieval period from 500 to 1500,
and ranging across the whole of Europe, from England
and Spain to the Baltic and Eastern Europe, John Aberth
focuses his study on three key areas: the natural
elements of air, water, and earth; the forest; and wild and
domestic animals. Through this multi-faceted lens, An
Environmental History of the Middle Ages sheds
fascinating new light on the medieval environmental
mindset. It will be essential reading for students, scholars
and all those interested in the Middle Ages
The Belgian historian attempts an international viewpoint
in this general history of the social and economic
evolution in Western Europe
“A lovely, witty treasure trove of a book, spilling over
with historical gems . . . a very human history:
sometimes weird, always wonderful.” —Dan Jones, New
York Times-bestselling author Have you ever found
yourself watching a show or reading a novel and
wondering what life was really like in the Middle Ages?
What did people actually eat? Were they really filthy?
And did they ever get to marry for love? In Life in
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Medieval Europe: Fact and Fiction, you’ll find fast and
fun answers to all your secret questions, from eating and
drinking to sex and love. Find out whether people
bathed, what they did when they got sick, and what
actually happened to people accused of crimes. Learn
about medieval table manners, tournaments, and
toothpaste, and find out if people really did poop in the
moat. “To say that this book was fun to read would be
an understatement. Cybulskie’s knowledge radiates in
every page of this short book . . . It was educational and
entertaining all at the same time. Simply a wonderful
resource for novice medievalists and writers of historical
fiction and nonfiction alike.” —Adventures of a Tudor
Nerd “All in all, this is an excellent book to put to bed
many of the myths surrounding medieval existence that
persist in the popular imagination. Easy to read and well
worth the time to read it. I highly recommend this book if
you want to get a mostly unbiased view of medieval life.”
—Battles and Book Reviews
This is the most authoritative account of life in Medieval
Europe between the fall of the Roman Empire and the
coming of the Renaissance. Full coverage is given to all
aspects of life in a thousand-year period which saw the
creation of western civilization: from the empires and
kingdoms of Charlemagne, the Byzantines, and the
Hundred Years War, to the ideals of the crusades, the
building of great cathedrals and the social catastrophe of
the Black Death; the cultural worlds of chivalric knights,
popular festivals, and new art forms. The chapters show
the movement of the centre of gravity in European life
from the Mediterranean to the north; and the authors
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explore the contrast between Byzantine and
Renaissance cultures in the south and the new, complex
political and social structures of north-west Europe,
which by 1300 had the most advanced civilization the
world had ever seen.
R.C. Davis provided the classic account of the European
medieval world; equipping generations of undergraduate
and ‘A’ level students with sufficient grasp of the period
to debate diverse historical perspectives and reputations.
His book has been important grounding for both
modernists required to take a course in medieval history,
and those who seek to specialise in the medieval period.
In updating this classic work to a third edition, the
additional author now enables students to see history in
action; the diverse viewpoints and important research
that has been undertaken since Davis’ second edition,
and progressed historical understanding. Each of Davis
original chapters now concludes with a ‘new directions
and developments’ section by Professor RI Moore,
Emeritus of Newcastle University. A key work updated in
a method that both enhances subject understanding and
sets important research in its wider context. A vital
resource, now up-to-date for generations of historians to
come.
This excellent and concise summary of the social and
economic history of Europe in the Middle Ages examines
the changing patterns and developments in agriculture,
commerce, trade, industry and transport that took place
during the millennium between the fall of the Roman
Empire and the discovery of the New World. After
outlining the trends in demography, prices, rent, and
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wages and in the patterns of settlement and cultivation,
the author also summarizes the basic research done in
the last twenty-five years in many aspects of the social
and economic history of medieval Europe, citing French,
German and Italian works as well as English.
Significantly, this study surveys the present state of
discussion on a number of on unresolved issues and
controversies, and in some areas suggests common
sense answers. Some of the problems of economic
growth, or the lack of it, are looked at in the light of
current theories in sociology and economic thought. This
classic text, first published in 1972, makes a useful and
interesting general introduction for students of medieval
and economic history.
This clear and comprehensive text covers the Middle
Ages from the classical era to the late medieval period.
Distinguished historian John Riddle provides a cogent
analysis of the rulers, wars, and events—both natural and
human—that defined the medieval era. Taking a broad
geographical perspective, Riddle includes northern and
eastern Europe, Byzantine civilization, and the Islamic
states. Each, he convincingly shows, offered values and
institutions—religious devotion, toleration and intolerance,
laws, ways of thinking, and changing roles of
women—that presaged modernity. In addition to
traditional topics of pen, sword, and word, the author
explores other driving forces such as science, religion,
and technology in ways that previous textbooks have
not. He also examines such often-overlooked issues as
medieval gender roles and medicine and seminal events
such as the crusades from the vantage point of both
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Muslims and eastern and western Christians. In addition
to a thorough chronological narrative, the text offers
humanizing features to engage students. Each chapter
opens with a theme-setting vignette about the lives of
ordinary and extraordinary people. The book also
introduces students to key controversies and themes in
historiography by featuring in each chapter a prominent
medieval historian and how his or her ideas have shaped
contemporary thinking about the Middle Ages. Richly
illustrated with color plates, this lively, engaging book will
immerse readers in the medieval world, an era that
shaped the foundation for the modern world.
A spirited history of the changes that transformed Europe
during the 1,000-year span of the Middle Ages: “A
dazzling race through a complex
millennium.”—Publishers Weekly The millennium
between the breakup of the western Roman Empire and
the Reformation was a long and hugely transformative
period—one not easily chronicled within the scope of a
few hundred pages. Yet distinguished historian Chris
Wickham has taken up the challenge in this landmark
book, and he succeeds in producing the most riveting
account of medieval Europe in a generation. Tracking
the entire sweep of the Middle Ages across Europe,
Wickham focuses on important changes century by
century, including such pivotal crises and moments as
the fall of the western Roman Empire, Charlemagne’s
reforms, the feudal revolution, the challenge of heresy,
the destruction of the Byzantine Empire, the rebuilding of
late medieval states, and the appalling devastation of the
Black Death. He provides illuminating vignettes that
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underscore how shifting social, economic, and political
circumstances affected individual lives and international
events—and offers both a new conception of Europe’s
medieval period and a provocative revision of exactly
how and why the Middle Ages matter. “Far-ranging,
fluent, and thoughtful—of considerable interest to
students of history writ large, and not just of
Europe.”—Kirkus Reviews, (starred review) Includes
maps and illustrations
The Oxford Handbook of Women and Gender in
Medieval Europe provides a comprehensive overview of
the gender rules encountered in Europe in the period
between approximately 500 and 1500 C.E. The essays
collected in this volume speak to interpretative
challenges common to all fields of women's and gender
history - that is, how best to uncover the experiences of
ordinary people from archives formed mainly by and
about elite males, and how to combine social histories of
lived experiences with cultural histories of gendered
discourses and identities. The collection focuses on
Western Europe in the Middle Ages but offers some
consideration of medieval Islam and Byzantium. The
Handbook is structured into seven sections: Christian,
Jewish, and Muslim thought; law in theory and practice;
domestic life and material culture; labour, land, and
economy; bodies and sexualities; gender and holiness;
and the interplay of continuity and change throughout the
medieval period. It contains material from some of the
foremost scholars in this field, and it not only serves as
the major reference text in medieval and gender studies,
but also provides an agenda for future new research.
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The great strength of this collection is its wide range...a
valuable work for anyone interested in the social aspects
of the medieval nobility. CHOICE Articles on the origins
and nature of "nobility", its relationship with the late
Roman world, its acquisition and exercise of power, its
association with military obligation, and its transformation
into a more or less willing instrument of royal
government. Embracing regions as diverse as
England(before and after the Norman Conquest), Italy,
the Iberian peninsula, France, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
and the Romano-German empire, it ranges over the
whole medieval period from the fifth to the early sixteenth
century. Contributors: STUART AIRLIE, MARTIN
AURELL, T. N. BISSON, PAUL FOURACRE, PIOTR
GORECKI, MARTIN H. JONES, STEINAR IMSEN,
REGINE LE JAN, JANET N. NELSON, TIMOTHY A
REUTER, JANE ROBERTS, MARIA JOAO VIOLANTE
BRANCO, JENNIFER C. WARD
Medieval Europe and the World: From Late Antiquity to
Modernity, 400-1500 examines the development of
western European social, political, economic, and
cultural institutions during one of the most complex and
creative periods the world has ever known. The book
looks at the history of Medieval Europe in relation to its
links with the rest of the world, exploring the interaction
of western Europe with Islam, the Far East, Africa, and
such outlying areas as Scandinavia, Iberia, and Eastern
Europe. It considers the genesis and shaping of distinct
western ideals, social affairs, economic patterns, and
new cultural forms in relation to Islam and
Byzantium--two other great civilizations that deeply
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influenced the growth of western Europe's unique
history. Placing emphasis on medieval Europe's social
and economic transformations and the diversity of social
orders, the book analyzes the ways in which these
elements interconnected during the formation of
medieval society. It also gives special consideration to
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, an era that serves as
a bridge between the cultural developments of the early
and central Middle Ages and the emergence of new
patterns of thought and social organization in the late
medieval period. Featuring nine maps, numerous
illustrations, a chronological table, and a detailed list of
suggested further readings, this brief but comprehensive
narrative is an ideal text for undergraduate courses in
medieval history.
Throughout the Middle Ages and early modern Europe
theological uniformity was synonymous with social
cohesion in societies that regarded themselves as bound
together at their most fundamental levels by a religion.
To maintain a belief in opposition to the orthodoxy was to
set oneself in opposition not merely to church and state
but to a whole culture in all of its manifestations. From
the eleventh century to the fifteenth, however, dissenting
movements appeared with greater frequency, attracted
more followers, acquired philosophical as well as
theological dimensions, and occupied more and more
the time and the minds of religious and civil authorities.
In the perception of dissent and in the steps taken to
deal with it lies the history of medieval heresy and the
force it exerted on religious, social, and political
communities long after the Middle Ages. In this volume,
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Edward Peters makes available the most compact and
wide-ranging collection of source materials in translation
on medieval orthodoxy and heterodoxy in social context.
This book reviews business in medieval western Europe,
probing its Roman and Christian heritage to discover the
economic and political forces that shaped its
organization.
The European Middle Ages have long attracted popular
interest as an era characterised by violence, whether a
reflection of societal brutality and lawlessness or part of
a romantic vision of chivalry. Violence in Medieval
Europe engages with current scholarly debate about the
degree to which medieval European society was in fact
shaped by such forces. Drawing on a wide variety of
primary sources, Warren Brown examines the norms
governing violence within medieval societies from the
sixth to the fourteenth century, over an area covering the
Romance and the Germanic-speaking regions of the
continent as well as England. Scholars have often told
the story of violence and power in the Middle Ages as
one in which 'private' violence threatened and sometimes
destroyed 'public' order. Yet academics are now asking
to what degree violence that we might call private, in
contrast to the violence wielded by a central authority,
might have been an effective social tool. Here, Brown
looks at how private individuals exercised violence in
defence of their rights or in vengeance for wrongs within
a set of clearly understood social rules, and how over the
course of this period, kings began to claim the exclusive
right to regulate the violence of their subjects as part of
their duty to uphold God's order on earth. Violence in
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Medieval Europe provides both an original take on the
subject and an illuminating synthesis of recent and
classic scholarship. It will be invaluable to students and
scholars of history, medieval studies and related areas,
for the light it casts not just on violence, but on the
evolution of the medieval political order.
Taking their inspiration from the work of Thomas N.
Bisson, to whom the book is dedicated, the contributors
to this volume explore the experience of power in
medieval Europe: the experience of those who held
power, those who helped them wield it, and those who
felt its effects. The seventeen essays in the collection,
which range geographically from England in the north to
Castile in the south, and chronologically from the tenth
century to the fourteenth, address a series of specific
topics in institutional, social, religious, cultural, and
intellectual history. Taken together, they present three
distinct ways of discussing power in a medieval historical
context: uses of power, relations of power, and
discourses of power. The collection thus examines not
only the operational and social aspects of power, but
also power as a contested category within the medieval
world. The Experience of Power suggests new and
fruitful ways of understanding and studying power in the
Middle Ages.
This book traces across the millennium of the Middle
Ages the gradual crystallisation of a new and distinctive
European identity. Koenigsberger covers the Islamic,
Byzantine and central Asian worlds in his account which
explains Europe's progression from chaos and collapse
to the point where it was set to rule much of the world.
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This collection of literature attempts to compile many
classics that have stood the test of time and offer
them at a reduced, affordable price in an attractive
volume so that everyone can enjoy them.
Conflict is defined here broadly and inclusively as an
element of social life and social relations. Its study
encompasses the law, not just disputes concerning
property, but wider issues of criminality, coercion
and violence, status, sex, sexuality and gender, as
well as the phases and manifestations of conflict and
the behaviors brought to bear on it. It engages, too,
with the nature of the transformation spanning the
Carolingian period, and its implications for the
meanings of power, violence, and peace. Conflict in
Medieval Europe represents the 'American school' of
the study of medieval conflict and social order.
Framed by two substantial historiographical and
conceptual surveys of the field, it brings together two
generations of scholars: the pioneers, who continue
to expand the research agenda; and younger
colleagues, who represent the best emerging work
on this subject. The book therefore both marks the
trajectory of conflict studies in the United States and
presents a set of original, highly individual
contributions across a shifting conceptual range,
indicative of a major transition in the field.
Introduction to Medieval Europe 300-1500 provides
a comprehensive survey of this complex and varied
formative period of European history. Covering
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themes as diverse as barbarian migrations, the
impact of Christianization, the formation of nations
and states, the emergence of an expansionist
commercial economy, the growth of cities, the
Crusades, the effects of plague, and the intellectual
and cultural life of the Middle Ages, the book
explores the driving forces behind the formation of
medieval society and the directions in which it
developed and changed. In doing this, the authors
cover a wide geographic expanse, including Western
interactions with the Byzantine Empire and the
Islamic World. Now in full colour, this second edition
contains a wealth of new features that help to bring
this fascinating era to life, including: A detailed
timeline of the period, putting key events into context
Primary source case boxes Full colour illustrations
throughout New improved maps A glossary of terms
Annotated suggestions for further reading The book
is supported by a free companion website with
resources including, for instructors, assignable
discussion questions and all of the images and maps
in the book available to download, and for students,
a comparative interactive timeline of the period and
links to useful websites. The website can be found at
www.routledge.com/cw/blockmans. Clear and
stimulating, the second edition of Introduction to
Medieval Europe is the ideal companion to studying
Europe in the Middle Ages at undergraduate level.
This book explores why Ethiopian kings pursued
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long-distance diplomatic contacts with Latin Europe
in the late Middle Ages. It traces the history of more
than a dozen embassies dispatched to the Latin
West by the kings of Solomonic Ethiopia, a powerful
Christian kingdom in the medieval Horn of Africa.
Drawing on sources from Europe, Ethiopia, and
Egypt, it examines the Ethiopian kings’ motivations
for sending out their missions in the fifteenth and
early sixteenth centuries – and argues that a desire
to acquire religious treasures and foreign artisans
drove this early intercontinental diplomacy.
Moreover, the Ethiopian initiation of contacts with the
distant Christian sphere of Latin Europe appears to
have been intimately connected to a local political
agenda of building monumental ecclesiastical
architecture in the North-East African highlands, and
asserted the Ethiopian rulers’ claim of universal
kingship and rightful descent from the biblical king
Solomon. Shedding new light on the self-identity of a
late medieval African dynasty at the height of its
power, this book challenges conventional narratives
of African-European encounters on the eve of the socalled ‘Age of Exploration'.
Although the Middle Ages saw brilliant achievements
in the diverse nations of East Central Europe, this
period has been almost totally neglected in Western
historical scholarship. East Central Europe in the
Middle Ages provides a much-needed overview of
the history of the region from the time when the
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present nationalities established their state
structures and adopted Christianity up to the
Ottoman conquest. Jean Sedlar’s excellent
synthesis clarifies what was going on in Europe
between the Elbe and the Ukraine during the Middle
Ages, making available for the first time in a single
volume information necessary to a fuller
understanding of the early history of present-day
Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary,
Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, and the former
Yugoslavia.
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